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Simulation of the kinetics of a sphere attached to a fluctuating polymer: Implications for target
search by DNA-binding proteins
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We simulate the dynamics of a sphere, bound with a certain probability onto the beads of a harmonic
bead-spring polymer in a confined geometry. The sphere hops fromi th to the spatially closesti 6kth bead.
There is a crossover between kinetics dominated by different mechanisms with increasing binding probability.
We relate these observations to the context of a biologically important problem of target location by DNA-
binding proteins within a genome.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gene expression, that is, flow of information from DN
to protein via mRNA, is regulated primarily at the level
transcription@1#. The initiation of transcription and its regu
lation are complex and finely tuned processes, requiring fr
a few protein factors in prokaryotes to many protein fact
in eukaryotes. In general, important regulatory nucleotide
quences are located on the upstream of the coding reg
This upstream contains specific binding region for RN
polymerase~promoter! and regulatory proteins~operator!.
Probably, the most intensively studied gene regulatory p
tein is the lac repressor ofE. coli that binds to three specifi
operator sites. The surprisingly fast kinetics of the regulat
protein-operator site binding with an in-vitro rate 1000 tim
faster than a normal diffusion-controlled reaction is far fro
a clear understanding. A phenomenological kinetic mo
was proposed@5–7# to account for the enhancement of th
rate of the DNA target sequence location: A regulatory p
tein is more likely to form a complex with a nonspecifi
segment of DNA, the nonspecific binding potential bei
assumed to be uniform over the DNA contour. The regu
tory protein in the nonspecifically bound state undergoes
facilitating transfer mechanisms, namely, ‘‘sliding’’ and ‘‘in
tersegment transfer.’’ The sliding in this model can
viewed as one-dimensional diffusion of the protein along
contour of the DNA. The intersegment transfer involves
binding of the protein to two DNA sites that are quite f
apart along the DNA contour but are brought together tr
siently by the segmental diffusion of the loops of the DN
Evidences in favor of the facilitating mechanisms are beco
ing more compelling with the advent of experimental tec
niques to manipulate the individual biomolecules@8#, al-
though quantitative analysis of such experiments so a
understand the role of the facilitating mechanisms in the
netics, are still lacking. On the other hand, the equilibriu
protein-DNA binding potentials have been characterized
great details@1–4#. The binding potentials, unlike the as
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sumption of the kinetic model, show sequence depend
variations over the DNA contour. With this backdrop w
study a semiphenomenological model, mimicking t
protein-DNA system, to understand the role of the bindi
potential and its variation in the kinetics of a protein bou
to nonspecific sites which would aid the quantitative analy
of the experiments and thereby help immensely in build
up microscopic understanding of the fast specific prote
DNA reaction pathway via the facilitating mechanisms.

II. THE MODEL

We represent the DNA strand by a polymer ofN coarse-
grained beads@9# of hard sphere diameterd with nearest
neighbor harmonic interaction of spring constantK, perform-
ing overdamped motion in a solvent of viscosityh @2,10# in
a confined cubic box of sizeL. The confined box mimics the
small ‘‘domain’’ having just one finite DNA chain as in th
usual experimental situations@6,7#. However, we takeL large
enough to ensure that the polymer would be random, and
wall effects are not significant. Instead of considering t
detailed DNA-protein binding processes@1,2#, we consider,
for simplicity, a large hard sphere of diameterdp.d, at-
tached to a bead with a probabilitypi to stick onto it, pi
being a phenomenological characterization of the binding
the i th site. The attached sphere has a slower time scal
motion than the typical diffusion time of the monomer bea
in the solvent, given byt5as

2/D, where the mean separatio
between the beads,as51/r1/3, r being the number density o
the beads, and the monomer diffusion constant,D
5kBT/6phd, kB being the Boltzmann constant andT de-
notes the room temperature. Moreover, we consider str
binding, namely, largepi , and the dissociation time slowe
thant, as for the protein-DNA reactions in the low salt co
centration limit @7#. While the sphere can move from on
bead to another, the chain undergoes a number of chang
configuration via the thermal motion. The sphere position
updated as follows. The sphere detaches with a probab
12pi from the i th site every ten steps and is attached
another which comes spatially the closest to thei th site. This
rule is referred to in the following as rule~A!. Note that both
small ~size ;1) and large~size @1) jumps are allowed.
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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Moreover, the sphere can be viewed as experiencing a
pi fluctuating with a time scale, given by its hopping tim
The protein might detach from the DNA in protein-DN
binding processes. However, such detachment is difficul
envisage experimentally@11#. This leads us to ignore th
detachment of the protein sphere for the simplification of
analysis. Our analysis shows clearly that the rate of asso
tion of the sphere with the selected target (50th! site, having
p5050.999 andpi5p,0.999 for other beads, crosses ov
with increasingp from bead diffusion dominated regime t
one dominated by small jumps of the sphere. Further, hav
p8,p at the sites adjacent to the target site enhances the
of association.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

We solve numerically@12# over a time stepDt, the over-
damped stochastic Langevin equation without the hydro
namic interactions as in the Rouse model@10#, for the i th
bead trajectoryrW i(t) without the periodic boundary cond
tions:

g i

drW i

dt
52¹WrW i(j Þ i

V~ urW i2rW j u!1FW i
(R)~ t !, ~1!

g i being the Stoke’s friction on thei th bead.g i56ph(d
1dp), if the sphere is attached to thei th bead, andg i
56phd, otherwise. The first term on the right-hand side
Eq. ~1! is the force due to the nearest neighbor harmo
interactions. The terminal particles are having only one ne
est neighbor. The random forcesFW i

(R) are Gaussian processe
with zero mean and variance 2(kBT/g i)Dt. The bead posi-
tions are checked against overlap due to the hardc
present in the system. The sphere is randomly placed ov
bead initially and updated as per the rule~A!, satisfying the
hardcore constraints. We chooseN5100, d5500 A° which
is comparable to the persistence length of DNA and sma
than experimentally known sliding range of proteins ov
DNA @2#, anddp52d. We treatas as the length scale,t the
time scale andkBT the energy scale. We fix in the scale
units L* 55, Dt* 50.01, andK* 5Kas

2/kBT57.5 such that
the elastic deformation energy is much higher thankBT as
for DNA @2#. Typically initial 20 000 steps are discarded
allow the system to reach the steady state, monitored by
energy, the pair correlation function@10# and the probability
of finding the protein sphere at thei th bead. The pair corre
lation function shows an exponential decay for large d
tances between a pair of beads as in a random polymer@10#.
After the steady state, the quantities of interest are calcul
by averaging overN0510 000 configurations sampled from
each ofM5500 independent runs, consisting of 25 differe
initial positions of the sphere, each repeated for 20 differ
realizations of the noise.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider first the cases of uniformpi5p for all i. Let
Ni ,uku

m be the frequency that thei 6kth bead is spatially the
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closest to thei th bead onto which the sphere is attached,
of N0 configurations in themth (m51,2, . . . ,M ) run. Figure
1~a! shows ^Nuku&5(1/MN)(m,iNi ,uku

m as a function ofuku.
^Nuku&;uku2a, with a.1.5 for uku<10, has a complicated
exponential decay for largeruku. The behavior of̂ Nuku& can
be understood qualitatively@13# by the excluded volume ef
fect @10#. We also calculate the frequencyf i ,uku

m that the
sphere jumps from sitei to i 6k for different uku. Figure 1~b!
shows^ f uku&5(1/MN)(m,i f i ,uku

m as a function ofuku. We ob-
serve that̂ f uku&5(12p)^Nuku& except foruku;N. The jump
from i to i 6k for the mth run is a binomial process with
parameters (12p) and Ni ,uku

m , having a meanf i ,uku
m 5(1

2p)Ni ,uku
m @14#. We have thusMN binomial distributions for

a given uku so that the mean number of jump of sizeuku,
averaged over M runs and N beads, ^ f uku&5((1
2p)/MN)(m,iNi ,uku

m 5(12p)^Nuku&, observed in the lowuku
regime where the fluctuations inNi ,uku

m are small.
We further calculate the distributionHi ,uku

m (Tw* ) of waiting
time Tw* between two successive jumps of sizeuku out of
Ni ,uku

m observations. Figure 2~a! shows an exponential distri

bution of H uku(Tw*
8)5(1/MN)(m,iHi ,uku

m (Tw*
8) over Tw*

8

5Tw* /10Dt* for uku51 with p50.9. There is a substantia
deviation from the exponential distribution for largeuku
(520). If Ni ,uku

m were large, as is the case for lowuku, the
binomial process tends to the Poisson limit@14# where the
waiting time distribution between two successive jumps
given by an exponential distribution@14#. The time spent by

FIG. 1. ~a! Log-log plot forN^Nuku& vs uku: N^Nuku&;uku21.5 for
uku<10 and log@N^Nk&#;21.5uku10.18uku227.531025uku3 for uku
.20 ~the fitted lines not shown!. ~b! Log-log plot forN^ f uku& vs uku:
solid line for p50.9 and the dotted line forp50.99. The similar
dependence aŝNk& in ~a! is noteworthy except foruku;N.
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the i 6kth bead in the neighborhood of thei th bead to which
the sphere is attached is 10Ni ,uku

m Dt* , and the number of
jumps of sizeuku is (12p)Ni ,uku

m , so that the number of jump
per unit time is (12p)/10Dt* which is the parameter of th
exponential distribution, the mean being 10Dt* /(12p) @14#,

independent ofm,i , anduku. The mean waiting timêTw,uku* 8 &,
an indicative as well of the hopping time of the sphere o
the chain, is thus 1/(12p), independent ofuku, as shown in
Fig. 2~b! for uku<k0(p) for a givenp. It may be worth to
compare the hopping time to the mean approach time
pair of beads. On the average thei 6kth bead comes in the
neighborhood of thei th bead^Nuku& times over a period of
10N0Dt* , the mean time of approach being 10N0Dt* /^Nuku&
which is larger than the hopping time but not necessa
widely separated, especially foruku<k0(p) in low p where
the jumps are fast. This is in contrast to Ref.@15# that con-
siders a particle hopping over a random heteropolym
where the hopping is much slower than mean approach

of the beads. Further, the rapid increase in^Tw,uku* 8 & beyond

FIG. 2. ~a! Log-normal plot forMNHuku(Tw*
8) as a function of

Tw*
8 for uku51 ~solid line! and uku520 ~dotted line!. Note the ex-

ponential distribution foruku51. ~b! Log-normal plot for̂ Tw,uku* 8 & vs
uku for three cases:~solid line! p50.9; ~dotted line! p50.99; and
~dashed line! target site ati 550, p850.99, andp50.9 for the
remaining beads where the contribution from the target site

been excluded.̂Tw,uku* 8 & increases beyondk0(p), marked by arrows,

up to which^Tw,uku* 8 & is 1/(12p), independent ofuku. Note the slow-
ing down of the jumps foruku,k0(p) as 1/(12p) with increasing
p. ~c! k0(p) vs p plot: Note the flat region and a sharp fall afterp
50.95.
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uku5k0(p) indicates that these jumps are too slow to contr
ute significantly to the kinetics. Figure 2~b! also shows the
1/(12p) dependence of̂Tw,uku* & for uku<k0(p) for different
p. k0(p) falls off with increasingp, implying the suppression
of large jumps. However, Fig. 2~c! shows thatk0(p) falls off
with p, albeit a discontinuity aroundp50.95.

We also calculate the mean squared displacement of
sphere over the contour of the chain, given byd2(t* )
5^$@ i (t* )2 i (0)#b%2&, i (t* ) being the location of the
sphere at thei th bead at timet* , i (0) at the initial time,b
the mean bond length and the average overi (0). For afinite
chain,d2(t* ) must saturate for sufficiently long time. Figur
3~a! indicates that the saturation approaches subdiffusivel
;At* b with b,1, as observed for the motion of particle
obeying fractional diffusion@16# in a complex geometry
@17#. The subdiffusion here results from the compensat
effects of the large jumps and the large waiting time nee
for these jumps.b increases, whileA decreases with increas
ing p (b.1 for p50.999 as for a nearly diffusive motion!,
as the kinetics of the sphere gets dominated by slow
short jumps. We emphasize this by observing that the
crease inb with p can be found as well from@ i (t* )
2 i (0)#2b2Pi(t* ), Pi(t* ) being the probability of finding
the sphere at thei th bead, obtained by the numerical solutio
of the master equations:

] t* Pi~ t* !5
12p

10Dt*
(

j
@^ f u j 2 i u&Pj~ t* !2^ f u i 2 j u&Pi~ t* !#.

Here the first term describes the incoming of the sphere
while the second one its loss from, thei th bead. The simu-

s

FIG. 3. ~a! Log-log plot for d2(t* ) vs t* /10: solid line for p
50.9 and dotted line forp50.99. Note the saturation for larget*
and an initial subdiffusive growth.~b! b as a function ofp in a
log-log plot: Note a crossover from an initial slow dependence t
fast one, shown by the fitted solid and the dashed lines.~c! Log-log
plot of 1/t0* as a function of 12p. Note the crossover in 1/t0* .
4-3
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lated ^ f uku& has been used up tou i 2 j u5uku<k0(p) and the
prefactor accounts for the rate of these jumps. Figure 3~b!
shows the simulation observation, confirmed from the so
tion of the master equations, of a crossover, namely,b in-
creases slowly up top50.95 and then has a sharp increa

Now we take thei 550 as a target site withp5050.999
andpi5p for otheri. We calculate the mean association tim
t0* of the sphere to the 50th bead, defined as the mean w
ing time between two successive arrivals of the sphere a
50th bead overM runs. 1/t0* , the mean rate of association o
the sphere to the target 50th site shown in Fig. 3~c!, increases
for largep, i.e., small 12p, and becomes independent ofp
for small p, or equivalently large 12p, the crossover being
at p50.95. Figures 2~b! and 2~c! show that large and fas
jumps dominate forp,0.95. Here the mean time of ap
proach of the 506kth bead to the 50th bead via bead diff
sion, estimated by 10N0NDt* /^Nuku&, is slower than the hop
ping and becomes the limiting factor for the mean rate
association. Adding up all the contributions up touku
5k0(p), we get the rate of approach( uku51

k0(p) (^Nuku&/
10N0NDt* );0.09 for p50.9 andp50.925 which is quite
comparable to the saturated 1/t0* . Thus the saturation o
1/t0* is governed by the rate of approach of the 50th a
506kth beads via thermal bead diffusion. This is qu
analogous to the intersegment transfer process in the forw
rate of transfer of protein from nonspecific to specific s
@6,7#. For p.0.95 on the other hand, small jumps contribu
to the kinetics such that the sphere spends a lot of tim
traversing the chain before it can associate with the 5
bead, resulting in 1/t0* ;(12p) much smaller than the rat
of approach of the beads via thermal diffusion. This pictu
is consistent with the sliding mechanism where the forw
rate decreases as the dissociation rate from the nonspe
site decreases@6,7#. We have thus a crossover aroundp
50.95 in the target location rate kinetics dominated by
tersegment transfer to the one dominated by sliding. Not
Fig. 3~b! that the crossover matches with that inb, even
thoughd2(t* ) is subdiffusive around the crossover. The m
tion, dominated by sliding, becomes nearly diffusive only
largep.

We further consider inhomogeneity in the vicinity of th
target sitei 550, namely,p495p515p850.99 apart from the
target site whilepi5p50.9 for the remaining beads. 1/t0*
(.0.16) enhances significantly compared to the correspo
ing case in Fig. 3~c! having the saturated 1/t0* . The search-
ing of the 50th bead is favored as the sphere is localize
the neighborhood at the 49th and 51st beads wherefrom
large jumps are suppressed due top,p8. The suppression is
reflected in Fig. 2~b! where k0(p) shifts to a lower value
compared to the corresponding uniform case. Howe
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1/t0* (.0.12) decreases forp.p850.75 which enhances th
large jumps at the 49th and the 51st sites. Further, 1t0*
(.0.06) decreases by having inhomogeneity at sites far
off the target site, in particular,p405p6050.99 along with
the target site andpi50.9 for any otheri. Thus the presence
of sites with strong binding such thatp8.p in the neighbor-
hood of the target site is significant in faster target locati
We check the robustness of our results with a different
dating rule: After detachment from thei th bead with prob-
ability 12pi every couple of steps, either the sphere slides
the i 61st bead with a probabilityq(51/2 in our case! or
undergoes a large jump with a probability 12q randomly to
one of the beadsi 6k with ukuÞ1 within a radius ofR0*
(51) around the sphere. In contrast to rule~A!, the sliding
to the nearest neighbor has a different probability from t
of the large jumps depending onq.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our simple model captures qualitatively t
intersegment transfer and sliding contributions to the kine
of protein-DNA reaction. Thus our model would serve as
basis for the quantification of the kinetic contributions in t
fast specific protein-DNA reaction pathway. In particular, w
show a kinetic transition withp in the target location rate by
the sphere from a regime dominated by bead thermal di
sion as in the intersegment transfer process to one domin
by short jumps of the sphere that could be identified w
sliding process. Our analysis shows that the kinetic crosso
takes place while the motion of the sphere over the backb
remains subdiffusive. However, the crossover is reflected
the kinetic quantities, likeb andk0(p). In contrast to gross
rate measurements@6,7#, the kinetic quantities calculated i
our analysis are amenable to direct measurements in si
molecular biology experiments. We also show that the sea
process is favored by the presence of sites withp,p8 in the
neighborhood of the target site, despite the subdiffusive m
tion. Our predictions can be verified by in-vitro experimen
on a grafted polymer with a macromolecule having differe
tial but strong binding affinity to the polymer. We hope
report on further improvements on our model, needed to
quantitavely comparable to the actual biological system
The chain dynamics should be performed for a semiflexi
model, the thermal dissociation of the sphere from the ch
should be included and the sequence specific binding
should be taken into account through thepi .
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